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Motivations (1/)

Speech technologies like automatic speech recognition and text-to-speech synthesis 
require mappings between written words and their pronunciations.

However, they are expensive to create and maintain, and free, large, high-quality 
dictionaries are only available for a small number of languages.

For open-vocabulary applications, these mappings must generalize to unseen words.

While it is often possible for a literate, linguistically-sophisticated native speaker to 
simply write out the rules, rule-based systems are brittle and difficult to maintain, and 
are often outperformed by machine learning techniques (e.g., van Esch et al. 2016).
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Motivations (2/)

It is often possible for a literate, linguistically-sophisticated native speaker to simply 
write out the rules, but rule-based systems are brittle and difficult to maintain, and 
are often outperformed by machine learning techniques (e.g., van Esch et al. 2016).

Nearly all the prior evaluations have been conducted either on English or a few other 
highly-resourced alphabetic languages (e.g., Dutch, French, German, etc.).

This in turn is likely due to the lack of publicly available multilingual data...
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Wiktionary as a data source

Wiktionary (https://www.wiktionary.org/) is a free, collaboratively edited multilingual 
online dictionary, and some teams have previously used it for pronunciation data.

● Schlippe et al. (2010) extract Wiktionary pronunciation data for English,
French, German, and Spanish. They report that this data is both abundant and 
improves automatic speech recognizer performance. However, they do not 
release any software or data.

● Deri and Knight (2016) release a collection of 650,000 word-pronunciation pairs 
extracted from Wiktionary. They too do not release the associated extraction 
software.

https://www.wiktionary.org/




WikiPron

WikiPron is an open-source library for mining pronunciations from Wiktionary.

While one can use it directly, users can take advantage of "the big scrape", a dynamic 
database of 3.1 million word/pronunciation pairs in 337 languages, dialects, and 
scripts, both living and dead, mined using WikiPron.

The big scrape is refreshed twice annually by our lab.





Scraping features

● Narrow ([phonetic]) versus broad (/phonemic/) transcription
● Whether or not transcriptions should include:

○ stress markings
○ syllable boundaries
○ tones

● Whether to segment the transcriptions (e.g., kʰæt → kʰ æ t)
● Whether only entries from a specific (inputted) dialect(s) should be included
● Whether or not to case-fold the headword





Features of the pronunciation dictionary library/database

● By default all words are case-folded and all transcriptions are segmented with 
stress and syllable boundaries removed.

● Beyond this multiple post-processing 
steps are applied to the data:
○ Languages using multiple scripts are 

split into separate TSVs.
○ Alternate filtered TSVs are generated 

for specific languages.



Filtering the results of the scrape using phones lists

English pronunciation for the word ‘Bach’:

Handwritten lists of permitted phones allow us to filter pronunciations for languages 
(and dialects of languages).





Challenges

Most languages on Wiktionary use the same underlying HTML structure for their 
entries. Those that don’t require bespoke extraction functions. Changes to Wiktionary 
or the underlying HTML of particular languages on Wiktionary often leads to scraping 
failure.

A majority of development time on WikiPron has been dedicated to handling 
differences in the HTML underlying entries in specific languages.



Reliability engineering

WikiPron uses extensive continuous integration testing (build, testing with pytest, 
static type checking with mypy, linting with flake8, reflowing with black) via 
CircleCI and GitHub's webhook integration.

WikiPron workflows (like the big scrape) produce human-readable tables and TSV 
summaries as a side-effect.



Ongoing development

● Phonelist development
● Addition of a ‘subdialect’ flag or some method for handling dialects within 

dialects
● Testing for large-scale changes to the scraping module
● Prospective upstream improvements to Wiktionary itself
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Methods

● Words with multiple pronunciations are excluded:
○ Some represent real "variants".
○ Others are homographs, for which see Gorman et al. 2018, Seale 2021, etc.

● Words are sampled according to their frequency in the Wortschatz (Goldhahn et 
al. 2012) frequency norms if available, or uniformly if not.

● The data is randomly split into 80% training data, 10% development data, and 
10% test data. (Splitting is "lexeme-aware" thanks to UniMorph.)

● Pronunciations are segmented using segments (Moran & Cysouw 2018).
● Systems are ranked according to macro-averaged word error rate (WER).



Task design

● 2020: 10 basic languages, 5 surprise languages, 4,500 examples each
● 2021:

○ High-resource subtask: 40,000 words of American English, all external resources permitted 
(except Wiktionary pronunciation mining tools)

○ Medium-resource subtask: 10,000 words, 10 languages, UniMorph paradigms permitted
○ Low-resource subtask: 1,000 words, 10 languages, no external resources permitted



New this year

● QA for the WikiPron data backend, including:
○ phonelist filtration
○ automated script detection
○ manual post-extraction fixes for English, Bulgarian, Maltese (Latin), and Welsh

● New subtasks (all 80%/10%/10% split):
○ high-resource (with arbitrary third-party resources): 1 language x 41,000 examples
○ medium-resource (with UniMorph paradigms—though nobody used them): 10 languages x 10,000 

examples
○ low-resource (with no third-party resources): 10 languages x 1,000 examples

● Semi-automated error analysis (more on that in a second)







Baselines

● 2020: 
○ A pair n-gram model implemented using OpenGrm (Novak et al. 2016)
○ An LSTM attentive encoder-decoder sequence-to-sequence model (Luong et al. 2015)
○ A transformer encoder-decoder sequence-to-sequence model (Vaswani et al. 2017)

● 2021:
○ An imitation learning-based neural transducer (Makarov & Clematide 2018)
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Submissions

● 2020: 23 submissions from 9 teams; IMS achieves 3% absolute WER reduction
● 2021: 13 submissions from 4 teams:

○ High-resource subtask: Dialpad achieves 4% absolute WER reduction
○ Medium-resource subtask: no team beats the baseline
○ Low-resource subtask: UBC achieves 1% absolute WER reduction



2021 error analysis

Two methods were used:

● An automated accounting of the most common errors per language across all 
submissions (after Makarov & Clematide 2020)

● An automated sorting of errors into
○ errors consistent with a hand-written finite-state covering grammar (model deficiencies, usually 

due to inherent ambiguity in the orthography) vs.
○ errors not consistent with the covering grammar (coverage deficiencies, usually indicating 

inconsistencies in the gold data itself).







Discussion 

● Substantial across-the-board improvement in performance from 2020 to 2021:
○ Better modeling
○ More data in medium-resource condition
○ Better quality control (Georgian is at ceiling!)

● Large gap between higher- and lower-resource subtasks remains:
○ Baseline achieves WER of 10.6 in medium-resource scenario, but
○ just a WER of 25.1 in the low-resource scenario
○ Model data efficiency is not sufficient to generalize well with just 800 examples

● Error analysis suggests that much of the residual error is due to inherent 
orthographic ambiguity

● No participants have as of yet experimented with morphological 
decompositions, features, or lemmata.



Resources:

https://unimorph.github.io/ 
https://github.com/CUNY-CL/wikipron
https://github.com/sigmorphon/2020 
https://github.com/sigmorphon/2021-task1 

https://unimorph.github.io/
https://github.com/kylebgorman/wikipron
https://github.com/sigmorphon/2020
https://github.com/sigmorphon/2021-task1

